
Romeo and Juliet 

4. 3. 14-58 

 

Juliet’s lines here are a fine example of Shakespearean soliloquy-  a character is poised on the 

brink of action and must think out the pros and cons.  Please answer in complete sentences and 

with text evidence where necessary. 

 

1) What do you suppose Juliet is physically doing in these lines?  Why do you say so? 

 

2) Where do you see a momentary hesitation and whom does she contemplate calling? 

 

3) What are her fears and doubts? Use the text to prove your answers. 

 

4) What is the purpose of the dagger here? 

 

5) Where do you see that although Juliet believes the friar is a holy man, she has some 

suspicion of his giving her the vial?  In other words, where is there a suggestion that he 

may have some cowardice?  Why does she feel he may be afraid? 

 

6) How does Juliet feel about the fact that she is supposed to wake up in the burial vault?  

Be specific using the text. 

 

7) What is the final image which spurs Juliet to action? 
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